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  1. Which kingdom does mushroom belong to?

Animalia

Fungi

Plantae

2. What percentage of water comprises the mushroom?

85 - 95%

1 - 5%

25%

3. How do mushrooms reproduce?

Via sperm

Via seeds

Via spores

4. How many calories are in 100g of mushrooms?

50.2 cal

23.9 cal

801.6 cal

5. Which video game features mushrooms?

Mario bros

GTA: San Andreas
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Minecraft

6. Why mushrooms are good for health?

It helps with constipation

It improves the metabolism

It is rich in vitamins and minerals

7. How had ancient Egyptians referred to mushrooms?

Plant of unmorality

Drug plant

Plant of immortality

8. Which country is the largest producer of mushrooms?

India

Mexico

China

9. Which organization promotes the research of mushrooms?

Fungiculture

Greenpeace

Mushroom Council

10. In which medicine mushrooms are widely used?

Mapuche medicine

Ancient Mexican

Traditional Chinese
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Right answers

  1. Which kingdom does mushroom belong to?
  Fungi
  2. What percentage of water comprises the mushroom?
  85 - 95%
  3. How do mushrooms reproduce?
  Via spores
  4. How many calories are in 100g of mushrooms?
  23.9 cal
  5. Which video game features mushrooms?
  Mario bros
  6. Why mushrooms are good for health?
  It is rich in vitamins and minerals
  7. How had ancient Egyptians referred to mushrooms?
  Plant of immortality
  8. Which country is the largest producer of mushrooms?
  China
  9. Which organization promotes the research of mushrooms?
  Mushroom Council
  10. In which medicine mushrooms are widely used?
  Traditional Chinese
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